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Observations show that reduced regional sea ice cover is coincident with cold midlatitude 12 

winters on interannual timescales. However, it remains unclear if these observed links are 13 

causal and model experiments suggest they might not be. Here we apply two independent 14 

approaches to infer causality from, and to reconcile, observations and climate models. 15 

Models capture the observed correlations between reduced sea ice and cold midlatitude 16 

winters, but only when reduced sea ice coincides with anomalous heat transfer from the 17 

atmosphere to ocean, implying the atmosphere is driving the sea ice. Causal inference from 18 

the physics-based approach is corroborated by a lead-lag analysis, showing that 19 

circulation-driven temperature anomalies precede, but do not follow, reduced sea ice. 20 

Furthermore, no midlatitude cooling is found in modelling experiments with imposed 21 

future sea-ice loss. Our results robustly suggest that anomalous atmospheric circulation 22 
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simultaneously drives cold midlatitude winters and mild Arctic conditions, and reduced sea 23 

ice has a minimal influence on severe midlatitude winters. 24 

  25 

Recent decades have seen rapid Arctic warming and sea-ice loss during winter1–5. At the same 26 

time, the midlatitude continents have experienced an increase in severe cold winters3 in what is 27 

often referred to as the warm Arctic-cold continents pattern6. Similar links have also been found 28 

on interannual timescales7,8. Some studies have concluded that reduced sea ice or Arctic 29 

warming is a cause of cold midlatitude winters7,8 and that, with continued Arctic sea-ice loss, this 30 

could lead to increased frequency of severe cold winters over the mid-latitudes, despite rising 31 

global temperatures. 32 

 33 

To understand the mechanisms involved in connections between the Arctic and mid-latitudes, a 34 

common approach is to use correlation, regression or composite analysis to identify the 35 

atmospheric conditions coincident with reduced sea ice or warm Arctic temperatures, using 36 

observations or reanalyses7–12. In particular, one study suggested that wintertime warming in the 37 

East Siberian-Chukchi Sea generates a Rossby wave that causes cold Arctic air to flow into the 38 

mid-latitudes, causing severe winters over North America7. Similarly, wintertime warming in the 39 

Barents-Kara Sea was linked to cold winters over East Asia7. A follow-on study claimed that 40 

connections between warming in the East Siberian-Chukchi Sea and cooling over North America 41 

persisted into the spring, and lead to reduced terrestrial primary productivity and decreased crop-42 

yields11. 43 

 44 
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While this approach can identify connections between variables, it cannot, by itself, establish 45 

causality. To isolate the impacts of sea-ice loss, numerous modelling experiments have been 46 

performed in which atmospheric models are run with reduced sea ice cover. Many studies report 47 

no midlatitude cooling in response to the observed reduced sea ice and conclude that the severe 48 

winters can likely be attributed to internal atmospheric variability13–17. Others do detect an 49 

anticyclonic circulation and cooling response over Asia to sea ice reduction in the Barents-Kara 50 

Sea, but it is substantially weaker than what is inferred from analysis of observations8,18,19. One 51 

possible explanation for this apparent discrepancy between observational studies and modelling 52 

experiments is that models are unable to properly capture the response due to model 53 

deficiencies19. Alternatively, it is possible that the observed connections are not indicative of a 54 

causal response to reduced sea ice.  55 

 56 

Here, we present evidence from observations and coupled climate model simulations that 57 

reduced sea ice and cold midlatitude continents are both simultaneously driven by the same 58 

large-scale atmospheric circulation patterns. The key advance in this study is to determine 59 

whether reduced winter Arctic sea ice is a cause of the cold midlatitude winters, through analysis 60 

of two independent and complementary methods to infer causality from interannual variability in 61 

observations and climate models. First, we use a novel, physically-motivated approach based on 62 

the direction of the surface turbulent (sensible + latent) heat flux (THF) over the Arctic regions; 63 

and second, we use lead-lag correlations. Furthermore, we also use model experiments with 64 

projected near-future sea ice loss imposed to examine if our conclusions based upon interannual 65 

variability also apply to multidecadal reductions in sea ice. 66 

 67 
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Using the turbulent heat flux to infer causality 68 

Reductions in sea ice can cause an increase in upward THF at the surface, which warms and 69 

moistens the atmosphere20,21. This can potentially alter the large-scale atmospheric circulation 70 

through several mechanisms3, leading to remote impacts far away from the Arctic. However, 71 

conversely, the large-scale circulation can drive changes in sea ice through thermodynamic and 72 

dynamical processes22. For example, warm and moist air can enter the Arctic and melt, or slow 73 

the growth, of sea ice through an increase in downwelling longwave radiation22–25. Critically, 74 

these warm intrusions are also associated with anomalous downward surface THF 23,24, hence the 75 

opposite of what is seen when the sea ice is driving the atmosphere. We argue therefore, that the 76 

sign of the surface THF anomaly provides physical insight into the predominant direction of ice-77 

atmosphere interaction, with anomalous downward THF indicative of ‘atmosphere driving ice’; 78 

or conversely, anomalous upward THF indicative of ‘ice driving atmosphere’. A recent analysis 79 

used the THF to conclude that reduced Barents-Kara sea ice and cold winters in Asia were both 80 

driven by anomalous large-scale atmospheric circulation26; however, this study was hindered by 81 

the short observational record. Here we extend this analysis by using a novel approach to 82 

investigate cold winters over both Asia and North America and by using large ensembles (to 83 

ensure statistical robustness) of the current climate simulated by two climate models. 84 

 85 

To separate the large-scale circulation patterns that are driving interannual variability in sea ice 86 

from those that are driven by sea ice variability, we use a simple method based on the sign of the 87 

THF anomaly over the Arctic region of interest to classify winters into two regimes. Winters 88 

when the atmosphere is primarily driven by sea ice are defined as those with a lower than 89 

average sea-ice area (SIA) and a positive THF anomaly (where positive is defined as from the 90 
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ocean to the atmosphere; Fig. 1c), or a higher than average SIA and a negative THF anomaly 91 

(Fig. 1a). Conversely, winters during which the atmosphere is driving the sea ice are defined as 92 

those with a lower than average SIA and a negative THF anomaly (Fig. 1d), or a higher than 93 

average SIA and a positive THF anomaly (Fig. 1b). After the classification of each winter we 94 

perform a linear regression of atmospheric fields onto the SIA separately for these two regimes 95 

to determine the large-scale circulation and temperature patterns associated with a reduction in 96 

sea ice, both when the ice is driving the atmosphere and when the atmosphere is driving the sea 97 

ice.  98 

 99 

Interactions and feedbacks between sea ice and the atmosphere occur on a range of timescales, 100 

including shorter than a season. For example, it is hypothetically possible that within a season 101 

reduced sea ice (upward THF) could force an atmospheric circulation response that then induced 102 

further sea ice loss via a downward THF. Using the seasonal average THF for classification 103 

could yield misleading results if this were a common occurrence. To check if our approach is 104 

sensitive to the time averaging period, we also applied the THF classification to monthly 105 

averages. Importantly, we found our conclusions to be robust to the use of seasonal or monthly 106 

means. For brevity, we present the seasonal analysis in the main paper and provide the 107 

corroborating monthly analysis in the Supplementary Information. Further confirmation of the 108 

robustness of our conclusions is provided by complementary analyses using sub-seasonal lead-109 

lag regressions. The lead-lag analysis provides an independent method to infer causality and does 110 

not rely on the THF, which may be unreliable in models or reanalysis27. 111 

 112 

Arctic links to cold North American winters 113 
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We first perform linear regressions of sea level pressure (SLP) and surface air temperature (SAT) 114 

onto the Chukchi-Bering Sea (CBS; 165°E-155°W, 55°-70°N) sea-ice area index for all winters, 115 

in the ERA-Interim28 reanalysis and in large ensembles of simulations of the present-day climate 116 

from two state-of-the-art coupled ocean-atmosphere climate models (HadGEM229 and EC-117 

Earth30).  In ERA-Interim and the two models, reduced sea ice is associated with strong warming 118 

over the CBS region, cooling over North America, a cyclonic SLP anomaly to the west of the 119 

CBS region, and an anticyclonic anomaly to the east of the CBS region (Fig 2a-c). As identified 120 

by Ref 7, this SLP pattern will cause anomalous cold air advection into North America from the 121 

Arctic, resulting in colder than normal winters. However, it is also associated with the advection 122 

of warm, moist air from the south into the CBS region, which questions whether the reduced sea 123 

ice is driving the circulation anomaly, or instead, whether the circulation is driving both the 124 

reduced sea ice conditions and cold temperatures over North America. The robustness of the 125 

large-scale circulation and temperature patterns associated with sea ice variability between the 126 

two models used here is in agreement with Ref 7, in which it was found that all models 127 

participating in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5) exhibit a negative 128 

regression coefficient between the East Siberian-Chukchi Sea and North American SAT during 129 

winter. 130 

    131 

It is clear from Fig. 2a-c that the Arctic is strongly linked with cold North American winters, 132 

however this does not mean that the relationship is causal. Figure 2d-f shows the SLP and SAT 133 

regressed onto the CBS sea ice index during winters when sea ice is driving the atmosphere. In 134 

ERA-Interim and in both models, there is an absence of cooling over North America when the 135 

sea ice is driving the atmosphere, despite warming over the CBS region. The SLP pattern is also 136 
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consistent between ERA-Interim and the models, with an anomalous cyclonic anomaly near and 137 

to the south of the CBS region (i.e., a deepening of the Aleutian Low). This is a common 138 

response to reduced sea ice seen in modelling experiments31–37. In contrast, during winters when 139 

the atmosphere is driving the sea ice (Fig. 2g-i), reduced sea ice is associated with strong cooling 140 

over North America and a SLP anomaly pattern that strongly resembles that shown in Fig. 2a-c 141 

(with SLP pattern correlations of 0.93, 0.82 and 0.94 in ERA-Interim, HadGEM2 and EC-Earth). 142 

As mentioned earlier, similar results are found in each individual month during winter 143 

(Supplementary Fig. 1 and 2 and Supplementary Discussion 1) confirming the results are not  144 

sensitive to the time averaging period, and are consistent throughout the winter months. These 145 

results suggest that reduced sea ice has a weak influence on cold winters over North America, 146 

but instead the anomalous large-scale circulation simultaneously causes reduced CBS sea ice, 147 

Arctic warming and cold North American winters. We also reach the same conclusions during 148 

springtime, when Arctic warming has been linked to reduced primary productivity over North 149 

America through the same circulation patterns11 (Supplementary Fig. 3 and Supplementary 150 

Discussion 2). 151 

  152 

While the above analysis suggests reductions in sea ice are not the main cause of midlatitude 153 

cooling, it does not rule out the possibility that, within the timeframe analysed (a season), 154 

reduced sea ice could cause the anticyclonic circulation anomaly, leading to warm air advection 155 

and a downward THF anomaly over the CBS region. We can confidently rule out this possibility 156 

however, based on lead-lag regressions on sub-seasonal timescales. One month ahead of reduced 157 

sea ice, there is downward THF anomaly in the CBS region (Supplementary Fig. 4), strong 158 

cooling over North America (Fig. 3a-c) and the SLP and SAT patterns strongly resemble those 159 
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found during winters when the atmosphere is driving the sea ice. In contrast, one month after the 160 

reduced sea ice, despite the persistence of the reduced sea ice and a strong upward THF anomaly 161 

(Supplementary Fig. 4), there is very little cooling found over North America and no 162 

downstream anticyclonic anomaly in either of the models or ERA-Interim (Fig 3g-i). In the 163 

models, there is a low-pressure anomaly over the CBS region that strongly resemble the patterns 164 

found during winters when the ice is driving the atmosphere. Again, similar results are found for 165 

each individual winter month in the models (Supplementary Fig. 5 and 6). Furthermore, we find 166 

similar lead-lag relationships based on sub-monthly data (Supplementary Fig. 7 and 167 

Supplementary Discussion 1). The fact that two methodologies – one based on the sign of the 168 

heat flux and the other based on time leads and lags – produce the same results provides strong 169 

evidence that reduced sea ice is not the main cause of severe midlatitude winters. Lastly, we 170 

consider the possibility of a lagged winter cooling response to autumn sea-ice loss, as proposed 171 

by past work8,18 albeit in the context of Eurasian cooling rather than North American cooling. 172 

We find no evidence to support such a connection between autumn sea ice and the winter 173 

atmospheric circulation or North American temperatures (Supplementary Fig 8 and 174 

Supplementary Discussion 3). Thus, we conclude that neither reduced autumn or winter sea ice is 175 

a likely a major cause of cold North American winters. 176 

  177 

Arctic links to cold Asian winters  178 

We now turn to the abnormally cold Asian winters, which are associated with reduced sea ice in 179 

the Barents-Kara Sea (BKS; 30°-70°E, 70°-80°N). This connection has received more attention 180 

than that between CBS sea ice and North American winters, but there is no consensus on the 181 

causal role of sea ice in driving cold Asian winters8,13–15,18,38. Regressions of SAT and SLP onto 182 
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the BKS sea-ice area index confirm that reduced sea ice is coincident with cold winters over Asia 183 

(Fig. 4a-c). The SLP pattern associated with reduced BKS ice consists of an anomalous 184 

anticyclonic anomaly over Northern Russia and an anomalous cyclonic anomaly over the North 185 

Pole. Similar to the circulation anomalies associated with reduced CBS ice, this SLP pattern 186 

causes cold air advection into Asia, but it is also associated with the advection of warm and 187 

moist air into the BKS region from the North Atlantic25,39,40. We note that the magnitudes of the 188 

SLP and SAT regressions appear to be weaker in the models than in the reanalysis. However, 189 

they are within the distribution of possible values obtained from 38-year samples of model 190 

output (Supplementary Fig. 9 and Supplementary Discussion 4), suggesting the larger magnitude 191 

regressions in the reanalysis could be a result of sampling uncertainty (i.e., internal climate 192 

variability).   193 

 194 

The midlatitude cooling and anomalous atmospheric circulation associated with reduced sea ice 195 

in the BKS region is only evident during winters when the atmosphere is driving the sea ice (Fig. 196 

4g-i). In winters when the sea ice is driving the atmosphere (Fig. 4d-f), the models show only a 197 

weak low-pressure response over the regions of reduced sea ice and no cooling over Asia. In 198 

ERA-Interim, there is a small region of significant cooling in East Asia associated with a weak 199 

and not statistically significant high-pressure anomaly over Siberia. Though not seen in the 200 

models analysed here, this is consistent with some modelling experiments that suggest a weak 201 

East Asian cooling in response to sea-ice loss8,18,31,35,41. Nevertheless, even in ERA-Interim, 202 

regression coefficients between BKS sea ice and Asian SAT are more than 4 times larger in 203 

winters when the atmosphere is driving ice compared to when the ice is driving the atmosphere. 204 

Thus, reduced BKS sea ice does not appear to be the dominant cause of the coincident Asian 205 
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cooling, and the reanalysis record is too short to be conclusive. Sub-seasonal lead-lag regressions 206 

with BKS sea ice further suggest that sea ice is not driving the cooling, since cooling is present 207 

one month prior, but not one month following, reduced sea ice (Supplementary Fig. 10 and 208 

Supplementary Discussion 5). Here we have focused on the relationship with winter sea ice; 209 

however, it is also been suggested that autumn sea ice in the BKS may influence winter 210 

midlatitude temperatures over Asia8,18. Indeed, consistent with past papers we find a statistically 211 

significant correlation in ERA-Interim (but not in the models) between September or October 212 

BKS ice and winter Asian temperature (Supplementary Fig. 8 and Supplementary Discussion 3). 213 

This apparent connection does not occur via the winter circulation anomalies identified in Fig. 4a 214 

and might occur via a stratospheric pathway42–45, but again, the reanalysis record is too short to 215 

be conclusive. Also, there is evidence that this association may be largely driven by atmospheric 216 

circulation variability and not sea ice46. 217 

 218 

Response to near-future sea-ice loss 219 

Our results so far strongly suggest that reduced sea ice is not the predominant cause of cold 220 

midlatitude winters on interannual time-scales. This implies that ongoing sea-ice loss would not 221 

be expected to lead to winter cooling in the future, assuming that similar processes control the 222 

atmospheric response to interannual and multidecadal reductions in sea ice.  To explicitly test 223 

this, we turn to coupled ocean-atmosphere experiments (from the HadGEM2 model) in which 224 

sea-ice loss has been imposed in isolation, without any change in external forcing such as 225 

greenhouse gases. More specifically, the sea ice extent is constrained to be approximately equal 226 

to that projected at 2 °C global warming above pre-industrial levels. We find that the same 227 

correlation between winter sea ice, the atmospheric circulation and midlatitude temperatures seen 228 
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in the present-day climate is also present in our simulation with diminished sea ice 229 

(Supplementary Fig 11 and 12). Despite this, and even though there is less sea ice in the CBS 230 

and BKS regions in the future compared to now (Fig 5a), we find no appreciable differences in 231 

midlatitude temperatures (Fig 5b). The lack of cooling in response to future sea-ice loss is 232 

entirely consistent with our interpretation of the interannual variability: that variations in sea ice 233 

are not a major driver of midlatitude temperature. The SLP response to future sea-ice loss is 234 

dominated by a shift towards the negative phase of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), which 235 

may be expected to lead to cooling over Europe; however this is absent, likely a result of the 236 

thermodynamical warming response offsetting the dynamical cooling response47. 237 

   238 

Reconciling models and observations                                                             239 

Our results help reconcile modelling studies, which generally find no or weak midlatitude 240 

cooling in response to sea-ice loss, and observational based studies, which have inferred a larger 241 

cooling response to sea-ice loss. We have shown that cold midlatitude winters are coincident 242 

with reduced sea ice in observations and in two climate models, suggesting models are capable 243 

of capturing the relevant processes. Thus, model biases do not appear to be the root cause of the 244 

apparent divergence between modelling and observational studies. Instead, we argue this 245 

discrepancy arises due to the (mis)interpretation of causality. We cannot fully rule out that model 246 

biases may also contribute, but they do not appear necessary to explain the discrepancy between 247 

model- and observation-based studies. 248 

 249 

We have presented evidence from three lines of enquiry - the direction of the THF, lead-lag 250 

regressions and model experiments with future sea-ice loss imposed – that strongly suggests that 251 
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reduced sea ice has a minimal, if any, influence on cold midlatitude winters. We find some 252 

evidence that reduced sea ice may contribute to cold winters in East Asia, but the influence of 253 

sea ice appears very weak compared to internal variability, and is insufficient to explain the 254 

observed correlation between reduced sea ice and cold winters. We conclude that covariability 255 

between Arctic and midlatitude temperatures manifests because of large-scale atmospheric 256 

circulation anomalies that are predominantly a cause of, and not a response to, variations in sea 257 

ice. Therefore, we surmise that it is unlikely that cold winters and associated impacts over the 258 

mid-latitudes will increase in frequency as a result of continued winter Arctic sea ice loss. 259 

 260 
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 380 

  381 

Methods 382 

Models. We use two coupled ocean-atmosphere climate models: HadGEM2-ES and EC-Earth 383 

V2.3.  Both are the versions used in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5). The 384 

atmospheric model for HadGEM2-ES is the Met Office Unified Model version 6.6.3 run at N96 385 
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horizontal resolution (1.875 °longitude x 1.25° latitude) and 38 vertical levels. The ocean model 386 

used is NEMO run at approximately 1° resolution (increasing to 1/3° at the equator) and 40 387 

vertical levels. The atmospheric model in EC-Earth V2.3 is the Integrated Forecasting System 388 

(IFS) cycle 31r1 run at 1.125° resolution and 62 vertical layers and the ocean model is NEMO 389 

with 1° resolution (increasing to 1/3° at the equator) and 42 vertical layers. 390 

 391 

Model simulations. For each model, a present-day ensemble consisting of 400 realisations of 5 392 

years in length were performed for a total of 2000 years (with only 1600 full winters as the runs 393 

started on January 1st). The simulations were forced with the RCP8.5 emissions scenario for the 394 

years 2008-2012 for HadGEM2 and 2035-2039 from EC-Earth. These time periods correspond 395 

to when the absolute global mean surface temperature (GMST) from the ensemble mean of the 396 

available CMIP5 RCP8.5 simulations matched the observed absolute GMST for the period 2011-397 

2015 from HadCRUT4 observations. Initial conditions for the 400 realizations were generated by 398 

making 25 atmospheric perturbations branched off from 16 different climate states from the 399 

available RCP8.5 simulations. For HadGEM2 there were only 4 available RCP8.5 realizations, 400 

so 3 additional simulations were branched off each existing run at the year 1990 in the historical 401 

CMIP5 simulations and then forced with historical and RCP8.5 forcing until 2008, to generate 402 

the 16 initial climate states. 403 

 404 

The reduced sea ice simulations using HadGEM2 were identical to the present-day ensemble 405 

described above except two sea-ice albedo parameters were modified to reduce the sea ice to 406 

approximately match the sea-ice extent at 2°C global warming above pre-industrial levels. We 407 

decreased the albedo of the cold deep snow on top of the sea ice from 0.80 to 0.05 and increased 408 
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the albedo of snow-free sea ice from 0.61 to 0.66. The large decrease in albedo of cold deep 409 

snow on top of the sea ice results in more sunlight absorbed by the sea ice, leading to year-round 410 

sea ice melt, but with larger reductions in summer and autumn relative to winter.  The small 411 

increase in snow-free albedo acts to increase summer and autumn sea ice while having little 412 

impact on winter, resulting in a more realistic seasonal cycle of sea ice loss. The response shown 413 

in Fig. 5 is calculated by subtracting the mean over all 1600 full winters from the reduced sea ice 414 

simulations from the mean of the 1600 full winters from the present-day simulations.     415 

 416 

Regression analysis. We linearly regress the winter (December-February) average SAT and SLP 417 

fields onto standardised sea-ice area indices for ERA-Interim and each model. All 1600 full 418 

winters for each model, and 38 years (1979/80-2016/17) for ERA-Interim were used. Sea ice 419 

indices were created by calculating the sea-ice area (area of grid cells weighted by sea ice 420 

concentration) over the CBS region (165°E-155°W, 55°-70°N) and BKS region (30°-70°E, 70°-421 

80°N) and averaging over the winter season. The sea-ice area time series were then divided by 422 

the standard deviation and the sign was reversed, so that regression maps represent the field 423 

associated with a one standard deviation reduction in sea-ice area. The standard deviation of the 424 

sea-ice area are 0.15, 0.14 and 0.13 million km2 for ERA-Interim, HadGEM2 and EC-Earth 425 

respectively for the CBS region, and 0.15, 0.15 and 0.14 million km2 for the BKS region. All 426 

ERA-Interim data were linearly detrended after seasonal averaging was performed. For the 427 

regressions performed on the two regimes in Fig. 2d-i and Fig. 4d-i, the sea ice index is not re-428 

standardised after classifying, so that the fields represent the associations with the same sea ice 429 

anomaly regardless of whether it is the ice driving the atmosphere or atmosphere driving the ice. 430 

 431 
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The CBS region that we used is shifted further south compared to the region used by Ref 7 to 432 

capture the region with the largest sea ice variability. Our analysis and conclusions are not 433 

sensitive to small changes to the regional definitions or whether passive microwave data from the 434 

National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC)48 was used to calculate sea ice indices instead of 435 

ERA-Interim (the correlation between ERA-Interim and NSIDC sea ice indices is 0.98 for both 436 

regions). We also come to the same conclusions if Arctic SAT is used instead of sea ice area as 437 

there is a strong correlation between two variables in DJF means (r = -0.89 for both regions in 438 

ERA-Interim). Our results are also not sensitive to small changes (+/- 0.5 standard deviations) in 439 

the THF threshold used to classify each year as ‘ice driving atmosphere’ and ‘atmosphere driving 440 

ice’. 441 

 442 

Lead-lag regressions were performed using monthly averaged sea ice indices for December, 443 

January and February and monthly mean SLP and SAT data from November through March. A 444 

lag of -1 month corresponds to the regression between November SLP/SAT with December sea 445 

ice, December SLP/SAT with January sea ice and January SLP/SAT with February sea ice. A lag 446 

of +1 corresponds to the regressions between January SLP/SAT with December sea ice, February 447 

SLP/SAT with January sea ice and March SLP/SAT with February sea ice. The regressions were 448 

performed after removing the climatological mean for each month and combining (not 449 

averaging) the monthly averaged data. Similar results are found when performing the lead-lag 450 

regressions on individual months in winter (Supplementary Fig 5 and 6). To consider potential 451 

relationships with longer lead/lag times, we also performed lead-lag regressions between sea ice 452 

from September through May and winter atmospheric circulation and mid-latitude temperatures 453 

(Supplementary Fig 8 and Supplementary Discussion 3). 454 
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 455 

Code availability. Code used to create the figures is available on request from the corresponding 456 

author. 457 

 458 

Data availability. Model output is available on reasonable request from the corresponding 459 

author. ERA-Interim reanalysis data was obtained from the ECMWF data server 460 

(https://www.ecmwf.int/en/forecasts/datasets/reanalysis-datasets/era-interim) 461 
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Figures 478 

 479 

Figure 1: Schematic representation of sea ice driving and being driven by the atmosphere. 480 

An illustration of sea ice and THF during winters when sea ice is driving the atmosphere (a, c) 481 

and when the atmosphere is driving the sea ice (b, d). White rectangles represent sea ice, with 482 

the dotted outline indicating the anomalous high or low ice cover. Curved arrows represent the 483 

surface THF anomaly and horizontal arrows represent warm (red) and cold (blue) air advection. 484 

Composite values for the THF (W m-2) and SIA (106 km2) anomalies averaged over the Chukchi-485 

Bering Sea (165° E -155° W, 55° N-70° N) region for ERA-Interim during winter (December-486 

February) are shown.  487 
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 488 

Figure 2: Temperature and circulation links with Chukchi-Bering sea ice. a-c Winter SLP 489 

(contours; 0.25 hPa contour intervals) and SAT (coloured shading; °C) regressed on the 490 

standardised CBS sea ice index for ERA-Interim (a), HadGEM2 (b), and EC-Earth (c). The sign 491 

is reversed so that the maps represent the field associated with a one standard deviation reduction 492 

in sea ice area. Coloured shading is only shown where the SAT regression is statistically 493 

significant at the 95% confidence level. d-f As in a-c but only for winters when sea ice is driving 494 
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the atmosphere. All contour and shading intervals are double the magnitude of those in a-c (0.5 495 

hPa intervals for SLP).  Numbers on the top left of the panels indicate the pattern correlation of 496 

the SLP fields from 30°-90°N with the corresponding field in panels a-c. The percentage of 497 

winters when sea ice is driving the atmosphere is indicated on the top right. g-i As in d-f but only 498 

for winters where the atmosphere is driving the sea ice.  499 

 500 

Figure 3: Temperature and circulation lead-lag regressions with Chukchi-Bering sea ice. 501 
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SLP (contours; 0.25 hPa contour levels) and SAT (coloured shading; °C) regressed on the CBS 502 

sea ice index  at -1 month (a-c), 0 month (d-f) and +1 month (g-h) lag in ERA-Interim (a, d, g), 503 

HadGEM2 (b, e, h) and EC-Earth (c, f, i). Negative lag indicates the SLP and SAT lead the sea 504 

ice. Coloured shading is only shown where the SAT regression is statistically significant at the 505 

95% confidence level. 506 

 507 

Figure 4: Temperature and circulation links with Barents-Kara sea ice. Winter SLP 508 
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(contours; 0.25 hPa contour intervals) and SAT (coloured shading; °C) regressed on the 509 

standardised BKS sea ice index for ERA-Interim (a), HadGEM2 (b), and EC-Earth (c). The sign 510 

is reversed so that the maps represent the field associated with a one standard deviation reduction 511 

in sea ice area. Coloured shading is only shown where the SAT regression is statistically 512 

significant at the 95% confidence level. d-f As in a-c but only for winters when sea ice is driving 513 

the atmosphere. All contour and shading intervals are double the magnitude of those in a-c (0.5 514 

hPa intervals for SLP).  Numbers on the top left of the panels indicate the pattern correlation of 515 

the SLP fields from 30°-90°N with the corresponding field in panels a-c. The percentage of 516 

winters when sea ice is driving the atmosphere is indicated on the top right. g-i As in d-f but only 517 

for winters where the atmosphere is driving the sea ice.   518 

 519 

Figure 5: Temperature and circulation response to projected sea-ice loss. a Winter sea ice 520 

concentration (%) difference between future and present-day ensembles. b As, a but for winter 521 

SLP (contours; 0.25 hPa contour intervals) and SAT (coloured shading; °C). Coloured shading is 522 

only shown where the difference is statistically significant at the 95% confidence level. 523 


